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SAMPLE TEST - BA LEVEL

Text 1 Comprehension Instructions:
- Cross the right answer with an X on the letter
- In case of afterthought, circle the wrong answer and put an X on the right one
N.B. – ONLY ONE AFTERTHOUGHT IS ADMITTED

Just who are the Gilets Jaunes? By John Lichfield, The Guardian, 9 February 2019

The gilets jaunes movement is the longest-running protest in France since the Second World War. It has lasted for 13 weeks but has mobilised fully for only 13 days – all of them Saturdays. In the protesters’ own eyes, this is not a protest. It is an insurrection which happens mostly at the weekends. Through a series of Saturday putsches, the yellow vests hope not merely to bring down President Emmanuel Macron but to rip up the constitution of the Fifth Republic and replace representative democracy with popular government. Their support, always limited compared with previous French rebellions, is waning. They will not give up easily or soon. They are mostly peaceful, but acts and words of great violence are committed and spoken.
There is no simple explanation for the gilets jaunes. It is not a monolithic, single-minded movement. It has no leadership structure, no single, accepted programme of demands. That’s what makes it fascinating. And worrying.
In May last year, a young businesswoman of French West Indian origin, Priscillia Ludosky, 31, placed a petition online complaining about the high cost of petrol and diesel in France. Reaction – practically nothing. Ludosky is a calm young woman with dreadlocks who runs her own cosmetics business from home. She is an unlikely pioneer for a populist movement which is sometimes accused of being racist and far right (as parts of it undeniably are).
In October she was contacted by Eric Drouet a 33-year-old lorry driver, who teamed up with her to promote her original petition. Drouet is a car fanatic, a “petrol head”, but also someone with extremist political tendencies. He is now, many weeks later, probably the most influential figure in the gilets jaunes.
There is confusion in France about whether he should be seen as far right or far left. Drouet's original motivation may well have been his car obsession rather than his politics. Pre-gilets jaunes, he was a loud-mouthed young man more likely to watch Top Gear than to read Das Kapital or Mein Kampf. By the time he intervened, petrol prices were spiking because of a rise in world oil prices. Ludosky’s original petition exploded online, attracting hundreds of thousands of signatures.
It was Drouet, from Melun in the brie cheese country east of Paris, who thought of the idea of a nationwide protest against fuel taxes on 17 November. Someone else had the brilliant PR idea of dressing everyone up in the yellow hi-vis vests that French motorists must by law carry in their cars. Petrol prices rapidly set alight other grievances in rural and outer suburban France, some concrete, some more existential: a lack of public services, the high cost of living, a new tax on some pensions, the fact that Macron had partially abolished a tax on wealth.

1. Can the gilets jaunes movement be defined as a permanent strike?
   a) Yes, because it stops workers and services from operating in France.
   b) Yes, because it stops the distribution of fuel in the country.
   c) No, it is more of a weekly insurrection.
   d) No, because it is mostly peaceful, with some episodes of violence.

2. Is the gilets jaunes movement explicitly and entirely racist?
   a) Yes, because it is aimed at expelling migrants from France.
   b) Yes, this is one of the central features of the movement.
   c) No, this is only an occasional aspect of the movement.
   d) Yes, because its central aim is an attack against the government

3. Is the gilets jaunes movement clearly left-wing?
   a) Yes, because it is an attack against the government and the institutions.
   b) Yes, because most of its demands are left-wing.
   c) No, because it is mostly a right-wing movement.
   d) No, because its features are partly left-wing and partly right-wing.

4. Are Das Kapital and Mein Kampf the ideological sources of the movement?
   a) No, because these would be contradictory sources.
   b) Yes, these texts inspired some of the initiators of the movement.
   c) Yes, because the movement is both left-wing and right-wing leaning.
   d) No, because books do not seem to count much as inspirations to the movement.

5. Is tax pressure the main motivating factor of the gilets jaunes movement?
   a) Yes, because this is an anti-government movement.
   b) No, there are several other reasons, including a lack of public services and the high cost of living.
   c) No, the central factor is the cost of fuel.
   d) No, the main factors are the cost of fuel and the cost of living.
Text 2 Comprehension and writing

Is Tech Too Easy to Use? By Kevin Roose, New York Times, December 12, 2018

Seven years ago, a younger and more carefree Mark Zuckerberg went onstage at Facebook’s annual developer conference and announced a major change to the social network’s design. Until then, apps connected to Facebook would regularly ask users if they wanted to publish their latest activity to their feed on the social network. Those pop-up messages — from apps like Spotify, Netflix and The Washington Post — were annoying, Mr. Zuckerberg said, so the company had created a new category of apps that could post directly to users’ feeds, without asking for permission every time.

“From here on out, it’s a frictionless experience,” Mr. Zuckerberg said. Of all the buzzwords in tech, perhaps none has been deployed with as much philosophical conviction as “frictionless.” Over the past decade or so, eliminating “friction” — the name given to any quality that makes a product more difficult or time-consuming to use — has become an obsession of the tech industry, accepted as gospel by many of the world’s largest companies. Airbnb, Uber and hundreds of other start-ups have made billions of dollars by reducing the effort needed to rent rooms, hail taxis and complete other annoying tasks. And when a company fails, excessive friction is often cited as the reason.

“If you’re making the customer do any extra amount of work, no matter what industry you call home, you’re now a target for disruption,” Aaron Levie, the chief executive of the cloud storage company Box, wrote in a 2012 essay.

There is nothing wrong with making things easier, in most cases, and the history of technology is filled with examples of amazing advances brought about by reducing complexity. Not even the most hardened Luddite, I suspect, wants to go back to the days of horse-drawn carriages and hand-crank radios.

What do you think are the risks associated to make the access to modern technologies excessively simple? Explain within the lines given
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MUTLIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

Instructions:
- Cross the right answer with an X on the letter
- In case of afterthought, circle the wrong answer and put an X on the right one

N.B. – ONLY ONE AFTERTHOUGHT IS ADMITTED

1. Which of the following countries does not border the Baltic Sea?
   a) Sweden
   b) Norway
   c) Denmark
   d) Finland

2. Magyars are the people of which country?
   a) Slovakia
   b) Romania
   c) Hungary
   d) Moldova

3. The islands of Seychelles are located in the
   a) Arctic Ocean
   b) Atlantic Ocean
   c) Indian Ocean
   d) Pacific Ocean

4. The imaginary line on the surface of Earth that roughly follows the 180° meridian is called the
   a) International Date Line
   b) Tropic of Cancer
   c) Equator
   d) Prime Meridian at Greenwich

5. Where is Guantánamo?
   a) Bolivia
   b) Florida
   c) Texas
   d) Cuba
6. Which among the following planets of our solar system is smaller than the Earth?
   a) Uranus
   b) Jupiter
   c) Neptune
   d) Venus

7. Greenland is under the rule of
   a) Denmark
   b) Turkey
   c) Germany
   d) Portugal

8. Give the correct chronological sequence of the following authors:
   a) Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Thomas Mann, Victor Hugo, Torquato Tasso
   b) Victor Hugo, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Torquato Tasso, Thomas Mann
   c) Torquato Tasso, Johann Wolfgang Goethe, Victor Hugo, Thomas Mann
   d) Thomas Mann, Torquato Tasso, Victor Hugo, Johann Wolfgang Goethe

9. Who published the novel *Ivanhoe*?
   a) George Eliot
   b) Walter Scott
   c) Samuel Taylor Coleridge
   d) Lord Byron

10. Which of these works is not by Tolstoj?
    a) *War and Peace*
    b) *Anna Karenina*
    c) *Pride and Prejudice*
    d) *The Kreutzer Sonata*

11. One of these masterpieces does not belong to German literature:
    a) *The Sorrows of Young Werther*
    b) *The Magic Mountain*
    c) *Ulysses*
    d) *The Tin Drum*
12. One of these masterpieces does not belong to American literature:
   a) *The Sound and the Fury*
   b) *Moby Dick*
   c) *The Great Gatsby*
   d) *Lord Jim*

13. *Madame Bovary* was written by
   a) Gustave Flaubert
   b) Émile Zola
   c) Victor Hugo
   d) Stendhal

14. Who published the novel *One Hundred Years of Solitude*?
   a) Pablo Neruda
   b) Miguel de Cervantes
   c) Federico Garcia Lorca
   d) Gabriel Garcia Marquez

15. The FAO “Food and Agriculture Organization” is an agency of
   a) United Nations
   b) United States of America
   c) European Commission
   d) World Bank

16. The basis of European Union begun with the signing of
   a) Maastricht Treaty
   b) Treaty of Paris
   c) Treaty of Rome
   d) Treaty of Lisbon

17. Give the right chronological sequence of the following composers:
   a) Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner, Stravinsky
   b) Wagner, Stravinsky, Beethoven, Bach, Mozart
   c) Mozart, Bach, Beethoven, Wagner, Stravinsky
   d) Beethoven, Bach, Mozart, Stravinsky, Wagner
18. Who was the political and ideological leader of the Russian Revolution of 1917?
   a) Mao Zedong
   b) Leon Trotsky
   c) Vladimir Lenin
   d) Joseph Stalin

19. When was the Berlin Wall erected?
   a) 1945
   b) 1947
   c) 1954
   d) 1961

20. When was apartheid formally abolished in South Africa?
   a) 1970
   b) 1989
   c) 1994
   d) 2001

21. Give the right chronological sequence of the following ancient civilizations:
   a) Greeks, Romans, Visigoths, Egyptians
   b) Visigoths, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans
   c) Romans, Egyptians, Greeks, Visigoths,
   d) Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, Visigoths

22. Who is one of the major thinkers and writers associated with the decolonization movement starting from Algeria in the 1960s?
   a) Aimé Césaire
   b) Franz Fanon
   c) Edward Said
   d) Jacques Derrida

23. The penicillin is produced by
   a) bacteria
   b) an alga
   c) a fungus
   d) synthetic means
24. The universal law of gravitation was formulated by
   a) Kepler
   b) Galileo
   c) Newton
   d) Copernicus

25. A person having AB group of blood can donate to a person having
   a) A group
   b) B group
   c) AB group
   d) O group

26. Who among the following scientists received two Nobel prizes?
   a) Albert Einstein
   b) John Nash
   c) Marie Curie
   d) Rita Levi-Montalcini

27. Albert Bruce Sabin is famous for
   a) the development of a vaccine against polio
   b) the development of a vaccine against diphtheria
   c) having proved that the paediatric use of vaccines is associated with an increased risk of autism
   d) the discovery of the DNA structure

28. In humans, each cell normally contains
   a) 44 pairs of chromosomes
   b) 48 pairs of chromosomes
   c) 46 pairs of chromosomes
   d) 23 pairs of chromosomes

29. What is the name of the energy possessed by a moving object?
   a) Kinetic energy
   b) Potential energy
   c) Acceleration
   d) There is no specific name for this energy
30. Tetanus is caused by bacillus and affects:
   a) Human Brain
   b) Nervous system
   c) Skin
   d) None of the above

31. In which city does The Film Festival award the Palme d'Or?
   a) Paris
   b) Berlin
   c) Monte Carlo
   d) Cannes

32. Christine Lagarde is:
   a) The President of the International Monetary Fund
   b) The President of the World Bank
   c) The President of the European Central Bank
   d) The President of the Federal Reserve

33. Which of the following countries does not belong to the “Group of Eight” (G8)?
   a) China
   b) France
   c) Canada
   d) Japan

34. Who among the following composers is not American?
   a) Duke Ellington
   b) George Gershwin
   c) Leonard Bernstein
   d) Benjamin Britten

35. The FAO “Food and Agriculture Organization” is an agency of
   a) United Nations
   b) United States of America
   c) European Commission
   d) World Bank
36. Who is Lula?
   a) The title of a German song of the last century
   b) The name of an Argentine soubrette
   c) The former president of Brazil
   d) The name of a carbonated drink

37. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan is the current President of
   a) Serbia
   b) Chile
   c) Turkey
   d) Siria

38. The World Bank main aim is
   a) reduction of poverty
   b) promoting monetary cooperation internationally
   c) increasing the richness of the western countries
   d) controlling the international trade

39. Which film won the Academy Awards 2018 for the best picture?
   a) Black Panther (Coogler)
   b) The Shape of Water (Del Toro)
   c) The Post (Spielberg)
   d) Star Wars: The Last Jedi (Johnson)

40. Where is the city of Aleppo?
   a) Greece
   b) Ukraine
   c) Syria
   d) Egypt